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The final year of high school can be paradoxical. Having found 
some passions and close friends, you often begin to understand 
your own identity for the first time. And yet, still so young, you can’t 
deny that you’ve so much to learn about yourself and the world. 
Maybe, despite thirteen straight years of schooling, you kinda don’t 
know anything.

It’s Friday night and five friends gather at a house in rural Australia. 
Their parents are out of town and it’s time to celebrate the end of 
another school week. No big deal; just a few drinks, a few laughs.

As the night grows later, the teens reach a state of alcohol-induced 
openness. They reveal secrets, crushes and an unintentionally cruel 
streak. The process of finding yourself and becoming an adult isn’t 
as enjoyable for some.

A tribute to an awkward phase that we’ve all made it through and 
have powerful memories of, About An Age is a nostalgic coming-
of-age film. With charm and authenticity, it examines themes of 
responsibility, first love and the passing of time via one single 
evening shared by a group of playful mates.

it’s friday night 
and five teens wile 
away the hours, 
impatient for the 
thrilling freedom 
that adulthood 
will bring...

synopsis



We’ve both always loved the coming-of-age genre. It 
lends itself to beautiful realness, via the vulnerability 
and energy of its burgeoning characters. Younger 
viewers can relish in the mirror, while older audiences 
can insert their own first loves and teenage tears into 
the narrative and reflect on these times that helped 
shape who they are.

The premise of About an Age developed from a 
discussion of how kids can often be unaware of the 
repercussions of their actions. From the beginning, 
we knew that we wanted to make a film driven by 
character and theme, rather than plot or filmic effects. 
An honest work that took place over one evening, with an 
ensemble the audience would grow and go deeper with.

We were in our early twenties when we began writing 
this film in 2008. Already, we had both begun to 
feel that, for all its many and varied joys, adulthood 

certainly carries a dullness and weight to it. 
Paying bills, driving to work, Monday morning 
rolling around again – there are moments 
of many adults’ lives that spin into a general 
forgettable whirlpool. Ironically, we feel, many of 
these parts of one’s life are the exact same parts 
a 17 year old might romanticize. Many people of 
around that age are desperate for the freedom 
of owning a car, to live in their own house, to 
wear a suit to work. We wanted to explore 
adulthood through the rose-coloured glasses of 
those on its cusp.

Additionally, as an adult, you’re fully aware 
of the consequences of your actions. This 
results in considered and hopefully considerate 
decision-making. But, it also removes the 
glistening possibility of recklessness that can 
often characterise teenagehood. It’s much more 

forgivable to do something a bit dumb without 
a proper knowledge of what the result might be. 
Once you learn the likely outcomes, there’s no 
going back. So, as life experience increases, our 
ability to acceptably do crazy things decreases.

The film was shot on a rural property in northern 
Victoria, Australia. One of our favourite things 
about this film is its setting. We feel that people 
often weave their favourite coming-of-age films 
into their memory of childhood. In this way, 
its easy to feel like we spent some of our time 
growing up in the USA – lying on the football 
field from Dazed and Confused, getting through 
detention in The Breakfast Club or driving down 
the streets of Fast Times at Ridgemont High. We 
are proud to be adding a uniquely Australian 
recollection to this list.

About An Age lets us relive a time before we 
were completely aware of consequence, and 
presents adulthood through the eyes of those 
who haven’t lived it yet. It is a nostalgic piece 
that provides an opportunity for each viewer to 
connect deeply with own their transition through 
adolescence. And not through an action-packed 
quest or heightened romance, but a simple night 
with your best mates.

director’s 
statement



harley hefford 
& evan j martin
writers, directors, producers
Harley Hefford and Evan J Martin have been creating work independently 
and as a team for almost 10 years. They have collaborated on short films, music 
videos and theatre, but About an Age has been their primary focus for almost 
a decade, their writing process having begun in 2009.

Evan studied film at RMIT in Melbourne and has since been consistently 
involved in film and television. He has written and directed various short 
films and worked as a cinematographer on numerous projects. He is 
currently in post production on a short film titled Portail. 

Harley graduated a Monash University Bachelor of Performing Arts in 
2012 and has written and directed many professional theatre productions 
over the last ten years. He has also worked as a drama teacher in a 
variety of environments. Most recently, he created an immersive theatre 
show called Do Not Collect $200, for which he directed and wrote.

thom neal
director of photography
Thom is a celebrated Melbourne cinematographer. He was awarded 
emerging cinematographer of the year in 2014 by the Australian National 
Film and Sound Archive. 

He has leant his bold style to film clips for Courtney Barnett, Motez and 
Montgomery, commercials for Ikea, Country Road and VicHealth, and a 
host of quality short films. 

The feature film West of Sunshine, which he shot, premiered at the 74th 
Venice International Film Festival in 2017. 

daniel cockburn
Daniel is a graduate of 16th Street 
Actors’ Studio and a member 
of Melbourne band Horace 
Bones. His character, Jackson, is 
studying arts in Melbourne and 
living in a sharehouse.

rachel lee
Rachel is a graduate of 16th 
Street Actors’ Studio and has 
performed in features Sucker and 
Emo (The Musical). Her character, 
Michelle, has an extensive and 
varied book collection.

eddie orton
Eddie has performed at the 
National Theatre, Red Stitch 
Theatre and with the Bell 
Shakespeare Company. His 
character, Dave, has taken his 
football team to the grand final 
two years running.

keith purcell
Keith starred as Chris in the ABC 
series Tomorrow When The War 
Began, and is about to study with 
the Stella Adler Academy in the 
USA. His character, Brett, loves 
beer, parties and hanging out 
with Dave.

ashley stocco
Ashley has had various Australian 
TV roles, including appearances 
on Neighbours, and studies screen 
acting. Her character, Sarah, is very 
keen to leave her home town and 
never look back.

fredricka arthur
Fredricka has had a long-
running involvement in theatre, 
in education and regional arts 
practice. Her character, Laura, 
wasn’t invited to the party 
depicted in this film. 

the cast
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contact
Evan J Martin
evan@aboutanage.com
(61) 417 019 171

aboutanage.com


